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Estimating the errors due to the truncation to a model space is crucial for successful ab initio
calculations which must always employ an extrapolation scheme to obtain a result, be it an energy spectrum or another property of the calculated nucleus. A popular model space is formed
by the construction of a variational trial wavefunction which uses a complete set of many-body
basis states based upon a summation over products of three-dimensional harmonic oscillator
(HO) functions [1]. These model spaces are defined by a truncation of the expansion characterized by a counting number (N ) and by the intrinsic scale (h̄ω) of the basis HO functions chosen;
in short by the ordered pair (N , h̄ω). In calculations such as no-core shell model or the no-core
full configuration method [2] traditional extrapolations are made with the truncation parameter
Nmax related to the maximum number of oscillator quanta, above the minimum configuration,
kept in the model space. In the spirit of effective field theory (EFT) [3] we have examined the
dependence of the truncated results on two regulators: the HO ultraviolet (uv) regulator (related to the HO energy h̄ω and Nmax ) associated with the maximum momentum included in the
basis. There are two proposed definitions of the infrared (ir) momentum regulator inherent in
a finite-dimensional HO basis. One definition is based upon the lowest momentum given by h̄ω
itself [3] and the other upon the infrared momentum which corresponds to the maximal radial
extent needed to encompass the many-body system in coordinate space. Extending both the uv
cutoff to infinity and the ir cutoff to zero is prescribed for a converged calculation. Our investigations with different Hamiltonians (i.e. different “realistic” N N interactions) show a significant
tendency towards simple scaling in these two regulators as the calculation approaches separately
the ir and uv limits. We have established a novel extrapolation parameter composed of the uv
and the ir regulators of Ref. [3] which appears universal (that is, N N interaction and nucleus
independent) and is useful even for modest model spaces. The robustness of these results to
different interactions and to different light nuclei is quite striking. Other ab initio methods in a
HO basis, such as the coupled-cluster approach in nuclear physics and configuration-interaction
methods applied to quantum dots, may also be amenable to our EFT approach to truncation
and extrapolation of finite basis results to the infinite matrix limit.
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